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Abstract The economic crisis triggered by the coronavirus exposed the gaps in the
EuropeanMonetary Union (EMU) governance, creating fears to repeat the sovereign
debt crisis. In view of the magnitude of the crisis and the financial interdependence
inside that union, strong policy coordination and central measures are crucial. The
discussion on debt mutualisation continued to be based on clashing political posi-
tions. This chapter identifies the instability recorded in sovereign spreads at the
beginning of the crisis and reviews the structural factors that caused it.We discuss the
limited role of the ECB answer. So, the issue of Eurobonds is revisited, bringing new
arguments since the EMU faces an exogenous shock. We sustain that the approval of
the European Commission’s original Next Generation EU programme on the Euro-
pean Council in July 21, could anchor a new governance model for the EMU, based
on the principle of subsidiarity and the refusal of moral hazard arguments.
Keywords Eurozone governance · Monetary policy · Sovereign debts ·
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1 Introduction
The sovereign debt crisis by 2009 left major marks on the European panorama and
the Eurozone in particular. The crisis showed the structural divergences between the
countries of the EMU. In particular, one of the relevant issues since then has been the
sustainability of public debt in some member states. One answer to the sustainability
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